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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we study the equivalence characterizations of several modified fixed- 
point equations to variational inequalities (VI). Based on these equations, we give some applications 
in constructing iterative methods for the solution of the VI. Especially, we show global convergence, 
the sublinear convergence, and the finite termination of a new iterative algorithm under certain 
conditions. @ 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H be a real and finite-dimensional Hilbert space whose inner product and norm are denoted 
by {., .} and II" II, respectively. Let K be a nonempty closed convex set in H. For given nonlinear 
continuous operator T : H --+ H, the classical variational inequality problem (VI for short) is to 
find a vector u c K such that 
(Tu, v -  u> > O, gv c K. (1) 
It is well known (see, e.g., [1,2]) that problem (1) can be reformulated as a system of nonsmooth 
equations 
R(,~,  p) :=  ~ - P~: [~ - f ,T~]  = o, (2)  
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where P~;[.] denotes the projection from H onto I4, and p > 0 is a constant. Equation (2) is 
called the fixed-point equation to problem (1), and the following result is easy to prove. 
LEMMA 1. For any u E H and p > O, 
rain{i, p}llR(u, 1)11 _< IIR(~, P)H -< max{i, p}llR(u, 1)H. 
Hence, u E H is a solution to problem (1) i f  and only i f  R(u,  p) = 0 for any fixed p > O. 
Th e fixed-point equation is fundamental to studying variational inequalities, and has extensive 
applications to such as error bounds, iterative methods, etc. In this paper, we consider several 
modified fixed-point equations to problem (1), which are listed as follows: 
n~(~,  p ) := ~ - PK [~ - pT~] = 0, (3) 
n~(~,  p) := ~ - p~ [~ - pT~] = 0, (4) 
n3(~,p) := ~ - P~ [~ - pT~] = 0, (s) 
where 
= P~[~ - pT~]. (6) 
In the next section, we will show the equivalence of (2) and (3) for any fixed p > 0, and the 
equivalences among (2), (4), and (5) for some sufficiently small p > 0. In Section 3, we give some 
applications in constructing iterative methods for solving problem (1). Especially, we show global 
convergence, the sublinear convergence, and the finite termination of a new iterative algorithm 
under certain assumptions. 
2. EQUIVALENCES 
For the projection operator PK['], the following result is well known [3]. 
LEMMA 2. Let PK['] be the projection from H onto K .  Then, 
(i) /or z e H,  (PK[z] -- z ,v  -- P~r[z]} > O, Yv  e K ,  
(ii) for x, y e H,  IIPK[x]- PK[y]H 2 < Hx-  yll 2 -HP~[x] - -x+y- -PK[y ] ] l  2. 
Based on Lemma 2, we can obtain the following result, which is a key to prove the equivalenc e 
between (2) and (3). 
LEMMA 3. For any u C H and p > 0, we have 
lIu - PK [~ - pTu]H 2 > I[u -~[ I  2 + 3 [l~ - PK [~ - pTu][[ 2. 
PROOF. Since ~ E K and PK[~ -- pTu] 6 K ,  using Lemma 2(i), we obtain the following two 
inequalities: 
(u - pTu  - ~, ~ - PK[{ - pTu]) >_ O, (7) 
(PK[~ -- pTu] - ~ + pTu, ~ - PK[~ -- pTu]> >_ O. (8) 
Combining (7) and (8) yields that 
<PK[Ct -- pTu] - 2~ + u, 5 - PK[~t -- pTu]) >_ O, 
which in turn implies that 
(u - u, u - PK[~ - pTu]) >__ [[~ - PK[ft - pTu]ll 2 . (9) 
From (9), it follows that 
]lu - PK[~ -- pTu]ll 2 = IIu - eli: + 2(u  - u,u  - PK[e  - pTu]> + [[~ - PK[e  -- pTu]lI 2 
>- II~ - ~II ~ + 311~ - P~[~ - pT~]II 2, 
This completes the proof. | 
F rom Lemmas 2 and 3, we  can establish the equivalence between (2) and  (3) for any p > 0 
without any assumpt ion  on F in addition. 
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THEOREM 1. For any t~xed p > O, we have 
IIR(u,p)ll _< IIRl(u,p)l] _< 211R(u,p)l I,
Hence, (2) and (3) are equivalent for any fixed p > O. 
PROOF. 
VuEH.  
For any u c H and p > 0, from (2) and (3), using Lemma 2(ii) we know that 
HRI(u,p)[[ = [[u - PK[~ - pTu][J 
_< [ lu-g l l  + I I~ -PK[~-pTu] I I  
= 2t1~ - ~11, 
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(10)  
= ~ - ( (~  - ;~)  - p (~ - p~) )  
= p(2  - p )u .  
If we choose p = 2, then Ra(u,p) - 0 for any u E R. 
Thus, a problem is posed naturally: under what conditions are they equivalent? In what 
follows, we will show that if the mapping T is Lipschitzian, then (2), (4), and (5) are equivalent 
for sufficiently small p > 0. 
PROPOSITION 1. (See [4, Lemma 3.1].) Assume that T is Lipschitz continuous on H with Lip- 
constant L > O. For p > O, we have 
(1 - pn)[[R(u,p)][ < I[R2(u,p)[[ <_ (1 + pn)][R(u,p)[[, Vu e g .  (11) 
Hence, when 0 < p < 1/L, (2) and (4) are equivalent. 
R(u, p) = pu = 0. Similarly, 
from which, plus Lemma 3, we obtain (10) and the desired result is proven. | 
Set u + := PK[u - pTu]. We now observe three points u, fi, and u +, and the distances 
] [~-  u+[], Hu-  ~[[, and [ [u -  u+l[. 
From Lemmas 2 and 3, we have 
Furthermore, if lift - u+[[ ¢ 0, then 
f iR (y ,  ;)11 = I1~ - ~11 < [I ~ -  +ll = I IR I (~,  p)l[ .  
Th is  means that u + has a longer distance to u than g does, and hence, ][Rl(u, p) [[ provides a 
better global error bound than [[R(u, P)II for any fixed p > 0. 
Now, we consider equations (4) and (5). The following example indicates that (2) and (4), as 
well as (2) and (5), are not equivalent for some p > 0. 
EXAMPLE 1. Take H = R, K = R, Tu  = u. Then, 
R2 (u, p) = u - PK [u - pT~] 
= ~ - (~  - p~)  
= ~ - (~  - p (~ - p~) )  
= p(1  - p )~.  
If we choose p = 1, then R2(u,p) = 0 for any u E R. But zero is the unique solution to 
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PROPOSITION 2. Assume that T is Lipschitz continuous on H with Lip-constant L > O. I f  
0 < p < min{3, I/L2}, then 
x/(1-  pL2)NR(~,P)ll ~ l l .Ra('~,P)[I ~ (2 + pL)IIR(u,p)IJ, Vu e H. 
That is, when 0 < p < rain{3, 1/L2}, (2) and (5) are equivalent. 
PROOF. For any u E H and p > 0, from (2) and (5), using Lemma 2(ii), we have that 
(12) 
I IR~ (~, P) II - -  I1~ - PK [~ -- PTk]  [I 
-< I1~ - k l l  + I lk - PK[k  -- PT~][ I  
< I1~ - k l l  + I I(~ - k )  -p (T~ - Tk) l l  
___ (2 + pL) lb  - ~11' 
Now, we prove the left-hand side inequality of (12). Since ~ E K, from Lemma 2(i), it holds 
that 
(pTk, k - PK[k -- pT~]} > Ilk - PK[k - pTk]ll 2. (13) 
Since PK[k -- pTk] E K ,  from (6) and Lemma 2(i), one has 
<u - pTu - u, u - PK [k -- pTk]> >_ O. (14) 
Combining (13) and (14) yields that 
(u - k - p (Tu - Tk) ,  ~ - PK[~ -- PTk]I >_ Ilk - PK[k  - pTk]Jl 2. 
Thus, for p E (0, min{3, l /L2}) and any u e H, we have 
IIR3(~, p)ll 2 = [1~ - Pg[~ - -  pT~] I I  2 
= ]lu - kit 2 + 2(u - ~,k - Pg[~t -- pT~]> + I1~ - P~[~ - pTk]ll 2 
k I]u - ~]]2 + 2 (Ilk - PK[k - pTk][] 2 + p(Tu - T{ ,~ - PK[k -- pTS]>) 
+ Ilk - PK[k  - pTk] l l  2 
> II~ - kl l  2 + 3 I lk  - PK[k  -- pT~] I I  ~ - p ( I I T~ - T~I I  ~ + I lk - PK[k  -- pTk] l l  ~) 
> (1 - pL  ~) I1~ - ~112 + (3 - P ) l l k  - PK[k  -- pTk] l l  ~ 
>_ (1 - pL 2) Ilu - kl[ 2. 
The desired result is obtained. | 
3. APPL ICAT IONS 
In this section, we discuss the applications of these modified fixed-point equations in construct- 
ing a number of iterative methods for the solution of problem (1). 
In view of reformulation (3), we can establish iterative methods with formulae 
and 
u k+l = k k - 0 {k  k -- PK [ ~tk - pkTu k] } ,  k = O, 1, 2 , . . . ,  
uk+l = PK [ uk -- ~k ( uk - uk + pkTuk) ] ,  k = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  
where 0 E (0,2), and pk > 0 and t3k > 0 are chosen by some rules. As done in [5], ~k may be 
replaced by some matrix. In the further research, we will investigate their convergence properties 
and do some numerical tests to observe their behavior. 
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It is well known that, based on reformulation (4), Korpelevich constructed the extragradient 
method [6]. And later, various variants and improvements were given (e.g., [7-11]). For the 
details, see the survey by Xiu and Zhang [12]. 
In view of reformulation (5), we are able to establish the following iterative method for solving 
problem (1). 
ALGORITHM 1. Given u ° E K arbitrarily. For each successive k, if u k E K is not a solution, 
then the following recurrent steps are done. 
STEP 1. PREDICTOR STEP. Let 
: - p Tu ], 
where pk = 71 "~k (7 > 0, 1 E (0, 1)) and mk is the smallest nonnegative integer m such that 
I I Tuk  - -  < (1 - V) - r/E (0, 1). (15) 
Pk 
STEP 2. CORRECTOR STEP. Set 
uk+l = PK [~k _ _  flkdk] , 
where 
d k : u k _ ~z k + pkT~ k, 
I luk-  kll 2 (16) 
&=w ildkll2 
To the authors' knowledge, the search direction d k in Algorithm 1 is new. Note that if flk = 1 
and Pk -- P > 0 for any k, Algorithm 1 collapses to Noor's modified extragradient method with 
iterative formula [13] 
uk+l = PK [5k _ pTfftk] , k = O, 1, 2 , . . . ,  
which comes directly from reformulation (5). But, global convergence of Noor's algorithm requires 
the stronger assumptions: Lipschitz continuity of T and a small positive number p. Algorithm 1 
is different from Tseng's forward-backward splitting method with iterative formula [14] 
Ukq-1 ~-" PK [~k JI- pkTu k - pkT~t k] , k = 0,1, 2 , . . . ,  
where Pk > 0 is determined by a certain rule. It also differs from Wang-Xiu-Wang's double- 
projection method with iterative formula [15] 
uk+l = PK Iuk fl~ _ yk )] -:7 ( uk + TY k , 
Pk 
k = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  
where yk (1 , k / k = - pk)u + pkPK[u -- Tu  k] and Pk E (0, 1] is determined by a linesearch rule, 
and fl' is a positive value related to u k, yk, Tu  k, and Ty  k. In general, yk is not the same as ~k  k 
because ~k is determined by the backtracking search rule (15). 
In what follows, we prove that Algorithm 1 has elegant convergence properties under weaker 
assumptions on T. 
Let K* denote the solution set of problem (1). For u* ff K*, define 
f (u )  = 2[ [u -  u*]l 2, u E H. 
The following lemma shows that -d  k generated at Step 2 is a descent direction of f (u )  at point u k 
under certain conditions. 
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LEMMA 4. Assume that T is pseudomonotone on K and K* is nonempty. I f  u k c K is not a 
solution to problem (1), then for any u* 6 K*,  
PROOF. Take u* C K* arbitrarily. From the pseudomonotonicity of T, we know that for u ~ C K 
and pk > 0, 
(pkTuk ,u  k -- u*) >_ O. (18) 
Since u* C K, from (6) and Lemma 2(i) we have 
(u k - pkTu  k - ~k ,ak  -- u*)  > O, 
which implies that 
(u k _ ~k _ pkTuk ,u  k _ u*} >__ (u k -- ~k _ pkTuk u k _ ~k}.  (19) 
Combining (18) and (19) yields that 
(u k - ~k,uk - u*} >__ (u k -a  k -  pkTuk ,u  k -- ~k}.  (20) 
Since (T~ ~, gk _ u*) ~ 0 by ~k E K and the pseudomonotonicity of T, we have 
(T~, ~k- u*) > (T~, ~-  ~b" (21) 
Thus, from (20), (21), and the step rule (15), we obtain 
- -  ~t k (~k ~* ,~b = (~ - ~*, - ~)  + p~ (~k - ~*, T~)  
> (~ _ ~ _ p~T~ ~k _ ~)  + p~ (X~,  ~ _ ~k) 
= I1~ k - ~112 _ pk (T~ ~ _ T~ ~ _ ~) 
>_ Ilu k -~all  2 -  (1-~])Nu k-~a]]2 
This completes the proof. | 
By using Lemma 4 and the usual proof technique in projection-type methods (see, e.g., [5-11]), 
we easily conclude the global convergence of Algorithm 1. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that T is pseudomonotone on K and K* is nonempty. I f  {u k } and {~k} 
are two infinite sequences produced by Algorithm 1, then limk-~oo []uk - ~k [] = O, and they both 
converge to a solution of problem (1). 
PROOF. For any u* E K*, from Lemma 2(ii), (17), and (16) we know that for all k, 
i1~,~+~ _ ~,[i = _< II ~k _ ~,  _ ~kd,~ll = 
= II u~ - u*ll = - 2~k (~ - ~*,d  k) +/~ Ild'~ll ~ 
_< []uk - u*][ 2 - 2~Tflk [luk - ~11 ~ + ~g IId~ll 2 (22) 
= II~ ~-  ~,11 =_ ,  ~ 
So, {u k } is a Fej6r monotone sequence with respect o K*. By using the standard Fej6r analysis 
technique, we easily obtain the desired results. | 
When the solution set of problem (1) is empty, the following theorem shows the behavior of 
the sequence {u k } generated by Algorithm 1. 
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THEOREM 3. Assume that T is pseudomonotone on K and K* is empty. Then, sequence {u k} 
generated by Algorithm 1 must be unbounded. 
PROOF. Certainly, Algorithm 1 generates an infinite sequence {u k } since K* is empty. Suppose, 
on the contrary, the sequence {u k } is bounded, which in turn implies that the sequence {TTu k } 
is also bounded from the continuity of T. Thus, there exists a positive constant M such that 
max{Ib ll,'lllT  ll) M, vk. 
We consider the variational inequality problem VI(T, K') with K'  = K N B(0, 2M), where 
B(0, 2M) = {u e g ] Hull -< 2M}. Since T is continuous over a nonempty compact convex 
set K', from Theorem 3.1 of Chapter 1 in [1], we know that the solution set of VI(T,K' )  is 
nonempty. We apply Algorithm 1 to VI(T, K') with the starting point u °, then an infinite se- 
quence, say {uk}, is generated. From Theorem 2, we know that {u k} converges to a solution 
of VI(T, K 0. By the definitions of K ~ and the projection operator, along with the procedure of 
Algorithm 1, we know that the sequence {u k } is the same as {uk}, and its limit is also a solution 
of VI(T, K) which contradicts the emptiness of K*. I 
Theorems 2 and 3 show that, under the assumptions of continuity and pseudomonotonicity 
on T, Algorithm 1 can verify the existence of solutions through the behavior of the iterative 
sequence. 
Many projection methods for VI have been shown to be (sub)linearly convergent under certain 
conditions (see, e.g., [4]). In the following, we will show that Algorithm 1 converges sublinearly. 
Assume that T is Lipschitz continuous on K. It is easy to prove that, under such a condition, 
there exists a positive number p satisfying 
pk _> _P > 0, for all k. (23) 
We also need the assumption of local error bound for problem (1), i.e., there exist positive 
constants # and 6 such that 
dist(u,K*) ~mlb-Pgb-T~]ll, V~, with Ib--PK[u--T~]ll ~,  (24) 
where dist(u, K*) denotes the distance from u to K*. 
THEOREM 4. Assume that T is pseudomonotone on K, K* is nonempty, T is Lipschitz continuous 
on K with Lip-constant L > O, and the local error bound (24) holds. / f{u k } is an infinite sequence 
produced by Algorithm 1, then it converges to a solution of (1) at a sublinear ate, i.e., there is 
a constant T > 0 such that 
dist (u k, K*) _< - -  for all sut~ciently arge k. 
PROOF. From Theorem 2, we can assume that limk~oo uk : u °° and limk--+oo fik : uOO. Then, 
there exists a positive constant M such that 
Since 
II _ pk _ II < 
1 
by Lemma 1 and (23), we have that for all sufficiently large k, 
(25) 
II - pk [u k - Tu ]l I _< (26) 
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Choosing u* e K* closest to u k, from (22), (25), Lemma 1, (26), and (24), we obta in  
dist (uk+l, K*) 2 _< Ilu k+l -u*ll  2 
~2 
<_ ][u k - u*ll 2- ~-gmin {1, _p}4 Ilu k -- PK [uk -- Tuk]ll  4 
rJ 2 min  {1, p}4 
< dist (~k, K*)2 - M2#4 dist (uk,  K* )  4 , 
for all sufficiently large k. The desired result follows immediately from Lemma 6 of Chapter 2 
in [16]. | 
Perfectly analogous to the proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.5 in [17] and by using Theorem 3.4 and 
Corollaries 3.5, 3.6 in [18], we can derive that,  when u ~ is nondegenerate,  Algor i thm 1 possesses 
the finite terminat ion property. 
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